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Like cooking a good meal, successful project teams aren’t the result of magic but rather hard work on 
the part of the leader and the rest of the team with the right ingredients. 
 
So what are the right ingredients? 
 
Capacity, Capability & Commitment. 
 
How do we free up capacity when we have so much work to get done? 
 
We need to get better at cutting our coat according to how much cloth we have available. Dr. Eli 
Goldratt’s Theory of Constraints can be leveraged to: 
 

1. Identify which is the most constrained team member within our delivery process 
2. Exploit those constraint team members by ensuring they are kept 100% busy on the highest 

value activities,  
3. Subordinate all other roles to that constraint (which means others might not be 100% occupied) 
4. Elevate the constraint by cross-training, non-solo work, job shadowing or even hiring, and then 

move on to the next constraint. 
 
How do we improve capability? 
 
One of Daniel Pink’s three key levers in his book DRiVE for unleashing intrinsic motivation is Mastery. As 
leaders, we have the opportunity to help team members get better at their craft by not always giving 
them the same types of activities to do, understanding their personal development objectives, and 
challenging them with stretch goals. 
 
And finally, there is commitment which sounds like the toughest one, so how do we build that? 
 
The remaining two levers from DRiVE, Autonomy & Purpose can be leveraged here. Give team members 
the ability to define their ways of working and help them see how the work they are doing ties into a 
higher purpose for the organization, society and themselves. And don’t forget to recognize them on a 
regular basis (at least weekly!) and strive to create a culture of appreciation within your team. 
 
But the 3 C’s aren’t enough if we don’t place the highest priority on cultivating psychological safety 
within our teams and creating a culture of timely, direct, constructive, but empathy-driven feedback. To 
learn more about these, read the work on psychological safety conducted by Amy Edmondson, Timothy 
R. Clark and Google’s Project Aristotle, and read Kim Scott’s book, Radical Candor.  
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